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Question:
CEN/TC 161/WG 1+2 decided to include in the second group of amendments to EN ISO 20344-7 the possibility
that the textile penetration resistant insert lies above the toecap flange. The reason was that due to the fact that it
was flexible and sewn around its edge, the risk of users trapping their foot is very small. Furthermore, its
manufacture would be easier.
However, as the approval of these amendments will take a long time, it is advised to revise the RU 10.073
document and change the recommended solution.
In order to comply with the above-mentioned clause of EN ISO 20345, two possible options could be considered:
- Sewing a piece of an insole to the fore part of the textile insert. This insole would lie above the toecap flange
and the textile insert would be underneath.
- Cutting the textile insert in the shape of the toecap flange and sewing it.
The first option would make the manufacturing process more expensive and complicated in order to provide
protection against a non-existent risk. And concerning the second option, it is very difficult to carry it out properly in
practice, which could result in less protection if there are gaps that are not protected.

Solution:
Clause 6.2.1.2 should not apply to flexible textile penetration resistant inserts (attached to the upper) since
the risk of accident would not be higher and the requirement would be adapted to what seems to be the real
existing situation. Thus the manufacturing process would be simplified and the competition between
companies would be fairer. This deviation should be mentioned at least in the test report.
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